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1. Introduction

Most central banks are nowadays committed to price stability. The implemen-
tation of monetary policy is prevalently done by management of an interest rate, 
with a short term market rate serving as operational target. The goal is to achieve 
a market interest rate in line with the central bank’s desired level of interest rate 
(see for example BoE, 2012). In order to achieve this, the central bank needs the 
capability to manage the market interest rate accurately. Moreover, the reputa-
tion of a central bank among financial market participants depends among other 
things on the smoothness and predictability of the implementation of monetary 
policy.

This paper considers a model of a central bank with an interest rate as opera-
tional target. The means for achieving the goal are the quantity of reserves of 
banks with the central bank and the interest rate charged for lending to the 
banking system via open market operations. Most central banks provide reserves 
through auctions. The considered model is based on the fixed rate tender (volume 
tender) auction type, where the central bank announces the offered interest rate 
and allocates the reserves proportionally to the banks’ bids.

In order for the interbank interest rate to be in line with the desired level 
of interest rate, the central bank has to estimate the amount of reserves banks 
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1 See Breitung and Nautz (2001) and Nautz and Oechssler (2006) for a review and dis-
cussion on the overbidding phenomenon in the ECB System.

demand at this rate. The level of reserves determines its scarcity and hence its 
price, i.e. the interest rate. If there are little reserves in the market, a cash taker 
is willing to pay a higher interest rate and hence the interbank interest rate 
will deviate from the desired level of interest rate. Banks have a demand for 
reserves because they are obliged to meet minimum reserve requirements and 
need reserves to settle transactions in the payment systems. The minimum reserve 
requirements have to be met on average in each maintenance period (see section 
4.2). The central bank knows the reserve requirement of every bank and there-
fore also of the system as a whole. The banks assume that the central bank will 
provide the necessary reserves over the course of the maintenance period. Alter-
natively, the central bank could conduct an auction with full allotment. How-
ever, we suspect that a full allotment would in general result in excess reserves. 
Provided that the central bank does not offer a deposit facility, the market inter-
est rate would be below the desired level of interest rate.

In normal times, central banks usually refrain from using the fixed rate tender 
auction with full allotment, since their information about required reserves and 
the payment system allows a superior provision of reserves and hence less vola-
tile interest rates. Because of bidding dynamics in fixed rate tender auctions with 
no full allotment, the true demand for reserves is not directly observable for the 
central bank.1 Therefore, it has to estimate the true demand for reserves. This 
estimation is done under uncertainty because factors such as the government’s 
balances at the central bank or banknotes in circulation influence the banks’ level 
of reserves. If the central bank’s estimation misses the true demand, the result-
ing interest rate on the interbank market will deviate from the desired level of 
interest rate. The deviation between these two interest rates and the deviation 
between total reserves and true demand allow us to estimate the demand curve 
for reserves. By using a variable rate auction framework – where banks submit the 
amount as well as the interest rate which they are willing to pay – the central bank 
can directly observe the demand curve for reserves. Cassola et al. (2009), for 
example, show that the bank’s behavior in the European Central Bank’s (ECB) 
one week auction reflects their cost of obtaining short-term funds elsewhere (i.e., 
in the interbank market). Furthermore they also show that the bank’s bidding 
behavior reflects a strategic response to other bidders. Nevertheless several central 
banks prefer to use a fixed rate auction framework as the central bank can pro-
vide a very clear signal about the current monetary policy stance by setting the 
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interest rate in the auction (see for example Ewerhart et al., 2012). This paper 
contributes to the existing literature by providing an empirical estimation of a 
demand curve for reserves in a fixed rate tender auction framework.

This paper uses data from Switzerland to estimate the demand curve and to 
test hypotheses about the demand for reserves. We find that the demand curve 
for reserves becomes steeper, because flexibility in the liquidity management 
diminishes towards the end of the maintenance period for minimum reserves. 
Furthermore, we find that the demand curve for reserves is steeper when the 
general interest rate level is high, because the opportunity cost of holding excess 
reserves is higher.

The paper is structured as follows: The following section introduces the insti-
tutional details of the implementation of monetary policy in Switzerland. The 
next sections introduce the model and discuss the different components that are 
required to estimate the demand curve. In the subsequent section, the estimated 
demand curve is used to test hypotheses on demand for reserves. The last sec-
tion provides a discussion and some concluding remarks.

2. Implementation of Monetary Policy at the SNB

Since January 2000 the SNB announces a target range for the Swiss franc 
3-month Libor as operational target. In general the target range is 1 percent-
age point. In addition to announcing the target range, the SNB also specifies 
the aimed level of the 3-month Libor, which is usually the “middle of the target 
range”. Since a 3-month rate depends on expectations of shorter term rates, the 
SNB allows fluctuations of the Libor within the target range. The target range 
gives the SNB the flexibility to react to other variables – like the risk premium in 
money market or movements in the exchange rate – without changing its formal 
monetary policy stance (see also Baltensperger et al, 2007).

The SNB manages the 3-month Libor through three main channels. Firstly, 
the announcement of the target range itself has an influence on the Libor. Sec-
ondly, since the Libor depends on expectations, the SNB’s governing board man-
ages the market expectation of future monetary policy actions. This is mainly 
done by public speeches and interviews. The third element is the SNB’s open 
market operations.

The SNB’s main open market operations are repo auctions. The auctions 
are conducted as a fixed rate tender (volume tender). In other words, the SNB 
announces the interest rate and maturity to its counterparties. The targeted 
volume, in turn, is not announced. The SNB’s counterparties then have 10 
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2 Cf. Kraenzlin and Schlegel (2012).
3 Cf. SNB (2009) and SNB (2008).
4 See SNB (2011), p. 41.
5 See Danthine (2010a) and Danthine (2010b).

minutes to submit their bids, without knowing the bids of the other banks. 
Subsequently the SNB allocates the targeted amount. If total bids exceed the 
SNB’s targeted allotment, each bank’s bid is proportionally reduced. The inter-
est rate, the allotment and the term offered depend on the SNB’s specific mon-
etary policy intentions.

In addition to its repo operations the SNB can also conduct fine-tuning opera-
tions. These operations mainly serve to counter undesired fluctuations in short 
term interest rates. Fine-tuning operations are conducted by placing quotes or 
(seldom) by accepting the banks’ quotes in the repo interbank market. Fine-tun-
ing operations are conducted only intermittently.

In the sample period the Swiss banking system is in a structural liquidity defi-
cit. A structural liquidity deficit is a situation where the banking system is short 
of reserves versus the central bank, i.e. banks have to recur regularly to refinanc-
ing from the central bank.2

After the collapse of Lehman Brothers – in other words, at the height of the 
crisis – the SNB started to provide the banking system with generous amounts 
of liquidity among others by means of longer-term repo operations with full 
allotment and EURCHF swaps (in concert with the ECB, as well as the Polish 
and Hungarian central banks).3 From March 2009 to mid-2010 the SNB inter-
vened in the foreign exchange market. By means of these interventions the SNB 
provided the banking system with liquidity to the amount of 191 billion Swiss 
francs.4 As a result the Swiss banking system has excess reserves and currently 
has net claims towards the SNB. In other words, it is currently in a structural 
liquidity surplus.5

3. The Model

This section presents the setup to estimate the demand curve for reserves. We 
assume that the realized interest rate in the interbank market is a function of 
reserves. This relationship is the demand curve for reserves. Since the central 
bank does not know the exact demand when providing reserves at a given inter-
est rate, demand needs to be estimated. Due to forecasting errors, the actual 
demand will casually deviate from the estimation. These errors will lead to an 
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6 Ewerhart et al. (2012) outline that a fixed rate tender auction has the tendency to encourage 
overbidding, whereas Shino (2011) and Kraenzlin and Schlegel (2012) show that under 
certain circumstances strategic overbidding does not occur.

7 This model is valid if reserves from the central bank and the interbank market are perfect sub-
stitutes with respect to collateral and operational standards. Further, the model assumes that 
the frictions on the interbank market are negligible, i.e. banks with excess reserves are willing 
to lend reserves to banks with a refinancing need.

inappropriate provision of reserves, which in turn causes a deviation of the market 
interest rate from the desired level of interest rate. The desired level of inter-
est rate can either be the central bank’s auction rate or an explicit target for the 
interbank rate. On the basis of these two deviations a demand curve for reserves 
can be constructed.

The estimation of the demand curve requires the observation of two points 
on the demand curve. In this paper, the central bank’s auction rate is used as the 
desired level of interest rate. Hence, the first point is obtained from the auction 
rate and the reserves demanded at this rate. In a fixed rate tender auction the 
central bank announces the interest rate (iCB ). Banks then submit their bids for 
reserves (Mbid ). Strategic bidding behavior of the banks implies that the total bid 
amount does not necessarily correspond to the true demand (Dtrue ).

6 As a con-
sequence the bid amount needs to be adjusted to obtain the true demand. This 
leads to the first interest rate and reserves point (iCB,Dtrue ). The second point is 
represented by the market interest rate (iIB ) and the total reserves that banks hold 
at the central bank (Mactual ). With these two points at hand the demand curve for 
reserves is constructed.7 The model estimates the demand curve on a given day 
and assumes that there are no shifts in demand during the day. Figure 1 illus-
trates the model.

The subsequent section will discuss each component of the model in detail. 
First, the derivation and characteristics of the market interest rate and the total 
reserves will be discussed. Subsequently the auction setting and the estimation 
of the demand at the central bank’s rate will be outlined.

4. Description of the Variables

In the following two sections, daily data from Switzerland is used to estimate the 
demand curve on the Swiss franc money market as well as to test the hypotheses 
on the demand curve. The sample period starts with the adoption of the new 
monetary policy framework by the Swiss National Bank (SNB) in January 2000 
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8 For a detailed description of the monetary policy framework of the SNB, see SNB (2004) and 
Jordan and Peytrignet (2007).

and ends in December 2006.8 The sample does not cover the financial crisis that 
started in August 2007, as the SNB has not conducted ON repo auctions on a 
regular basis since 2007 and hence no observations are available to estimate the 
model. The following section describes the framework for implementation of 
monetary policy of the SNB.

4.1 Market Interest Rate iIB

The market interest rate (iIB) is represented by the volume weighted interest rate 
for transactions between banks in the secured interbank market. To avoid dif-
ferences in pricing due to different maturities, the model considers market and 
central bank transactions with the same maturity and against the same collat-
eral basket.

The representative secured interbank market in the Swiss franc is the Swiss 
repo system, where almost all interbank repo transactions in Swiss francs are 

Figure 1: The Demand Curve for Reserves
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9 For a detailed overview on Swiss repo platform and the development of the Swiss franc repo 
market see Jordan (2007) and Kraenzlin (2007).

10 The analysis by Kraenzlin (2009) is based on data until June 2005. As the period of observa-
tion goes until December 2006 a least squares dummy variable regression was conducted for 
the missing period (July 2005 to December 2006). Regression results show the same pattern.

11 See Bindseil and Nyborg (2007) for a discussion on the autonomous liquidity factors and 
their impact on the implementation of monetary policy.

conducted.9 However, one has to account for the eventuality that an interest rate 
differentiation may have been undertaken depending on the collateral delivered. 
Kraenzlin (2009) analyzed this for the Swiss franc repo market and came to 
the conclusion that an interest rate differentiation was done if certain collateral 
baskets had been chosen. To ensure comparability of the different interbank repo 
rate observations and the SNB auction rate, a rate adjustment is undertaken for 
the respective interest rate.10

The model uses the overnight (ON) maturity. In the period of observation, 
ON interbank repo transactions took place on 1,746 working days. The ON 
repo market is the most liquid market segment of the Swiss franc repo market. 
From 2000 to 2006 the number of ON trades per working day varied between 
none and 124. The traded volume varied accordingly between zero and 7.8 bil-
lion Swiss francs. On average the traded volume per working day lay at 1.9 bil-
lion Swiss francs. Deriving the volume weighted interest rate for each day leads 
to 1,746 market rate observations.

4.2 Actual Reserves Mactual

Mactual denotes the total reserves that banks hold with the central bank. These 
reserves are used for the settlement of interbank payments like money market 
transactions. The level of reserves determines its scarcity and hence its price, i.e. 
the interest rate. If there are little reserves in the market, a cash taker is willing 
to pay a higher interest rate.

Since reserves are not remunerated banks try to minimize their reserve holdings 
once they meet the minimum reserve requirement and the desired precautionary 
reserves (excess reserves). In general, central banks provide a sufficient amount of 
reserves to the banking system, so that banks can achieve their reserves targets 
and the desired excess reserves.

In the short-run a central bank has to a large extent discretion on the total 
amount of reserves. However, other mandates of the central bank such as the 
issuance of banknotes and banking services provided to the government hamper 
a precise control of reserves.11 Banknotes in circulation are a very close substitute 
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for reserves. If, for example, a bank needs banknotes to fill an ATM, it with-
draws banknotes from its reserve account with the central bank. An increase in 
banknotes in circulation will thus lower reserves and vice versa. On the other 
hand, if the government’s balances with the central bank increases – for example 
because of tax payments – less reserves will be available to the banking system. 
These autonomous factors prevent the central bank from precisely controlling 
the reserves and impede an accurate management of interest rates.

The actual reserves Mactual are derived by adding up the reserves balances of 
all banks that possess a sight deposit at the SNB. The value date of an ON repo 
transaction is t + 0, i.e. an ON transaction will be settled on the same day as it 
had been traded. Hence, in the model the total sum of the reserve balances on 
the value date of the ON transaction will be taken as measure for Mactual.

4.3 Central Bank Rate iCB

The central bank rate (iCB) denotes the interest rate the central bank announces 
in the fixed rate tender auction. Since the central bank acts as a monopolist in 
the market for reserves, banks are ultimately price takers. In practice, there are 
two different approaches prevalent: In the first, the central bank’s interest rate 
(iCB) floats with the market rate (iIB). This implies that the central bank rate does 
not contain any information about the intended market interest rate. In this 
case, the central bank achieves the desired level of interest rate solely by provid-
ing the right amount of reserves to the market. The second approach uses iCB to 
signal the market the desired level of the market rate. The announcement of the 
interest rate in combination with the supply of reserves eventually leads to the 
achievement of the desired market rate. The first approach is used by the Fed-
eral Reserve (Fed). To achieve the desired federal funds rate, the Fed provides 
reserves to the banks at the interest rate determined in a variable tender auction. 
Since the interest rate banks have to pay is essentially a ’market rate’, fluctua-
tions in this rate contain no information about changes in the monetary policy 
stance. The second approach is employed for example by the Bank of England 
(BoE). The BoE provides reserves to the banks in a fixed rate tender auction at 
the official Bank Rate, its policy rate. The amount of reserves is chosen such that 
the overnight market rate is in line with the official Bank Rate and there is a flat 
money market yield curve up to one week, see BoE (2012). Fluctuations in the 
official Bank Rate signal a change in the monetary policy course. The SNB uses 
a mixed approach by applying the fixed rate tender and occasionally adjusting 
its auction interest rate (which is not its policy rate) to the market interest rate 
(see also section 5.2).
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12 Before 2004, the SNB’s policy was to offer the banks a mix of maturities in its repo opera-
tions. After 2004 this policy was abandoned.

In the model, the central bank has discretion to let iCB float with the market 
rate (first approach) or to use iCB to signal the market the desired level of the 
market rate (second approach). In the second approach the interest rate iCB is 
therefore a signal bearer and eventually influences the demand curve for reserves 
exogenously. This implies a parallel shift of the demand curve. If the central 
bank does not anticipate the demand for reserves correctly or does not follow the 
market rate, the market rate iIB will deviate from central bank’s rate iCB.

In the sample period, the SNB has almost exclusively used repo operations to 
provide the market with reserves. The SNB conducts fixed rate tender auctions 
almost every working day at 9.00 am. When setting the interest rate in the auc-
tion, the SNB observes the trades and quoted rates in the repo market. In the 
sample period, the underlying maturity for SNB auctions varied. Figure 2 shows 
the use of the various maturity types for the SNB auctions. It is apparent that 
the ON maturity was used on average in 28% of the cases from 2000 to 2003. 
Thereafter, the ON maturity was rarely used, while the 1-week maturity became 
more important.12 Overall the ON maturity auction was used 429 times (20% of 

Figure 2: Relative Importance of the Different Maturities for the SNB’s Auctions
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all auctions conducted). In the period of observation the SNB changed its ON 
auction rate approximately 70 times. Since in the ON term there is a clear assign-
ment of the reserves to the interest rate, the model considers only ON auctions.

The interest rate announced by the SNB in its daily auction will constitute the 
second interest rate measure for the estimation of the demand curve. Figure 3 
plots the ON market rate with the rate charged by the SNB in its ON repo 
auctions.

4.4 Base Reserves Mbase

Mbase refers to the amount of reserves that banks possess after repayment of the 
maturing repo operations but before the provision of the new reserves by the 
central bank. The central bank can for example control Mbase through outright 
purchases or sales of securities. If the central bank does not provide any reserves 
on a given day, Mbase will correspond to Mactual and no demand curve can be esti-
mated. In an environment where banks are short of reserves versus the central 
bank (structural liquidity deficit) base reserves (Mbase ) are lower than the actual 
reserves (Mactual ) and the central bank has to provide reserves to the banks.

There are two possible ways to calculate Mbase in period t. One can either sub-
tract the amount allotted (At ) in t from the total reserves in the market (Mactual,t ) 
in t. Alternatively one could take total reserves in the market in t −1 (Mactual,t−1 ) 
and subtract the operations that expire in t (Rt) and add the changes in bank-
notes (ΔBt ) and government balances (ΔGt ). Both ways lead to the same Mbase,t.

 1actual t t base t actual t t t tM A M M R B G, , , −− = = − + Δ + Δ  (1)

Table 1 illustrates the liquidity planning of a central bank. In t, the central bank 
decides on how much reserves (2’) to provide in t +1. By doing so it considers the 
maturing operations (1’), the expected change of banknotes in circulation (3’) and 
the expected change of the government’s balances (4’) as they affect reserves. The 
sum of (1’) to (4’) yields the estimated total change in reserves on the following 
day. In the example Mbase can be derived as follows. According to equation (1) 
this can either be done by subtracting (1’) in t +1 from (6’) in t and adding the 
changes in banknotes and government balances or by subtracting (2’) in t +1 
from (6’) in t +1. Mbase amounts to 8,840 in the example. Unexpected changes 
in banknotes and government balances hamper the central bank’s liquidity plan-
ning and therefore the management of interest rates.
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Figure 3: Comparison of the ON Market and Auction Rate
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13 See Nautz and Oechssler (2006), p. 634

4.5 Bid Amount Mbid and True Demand Dtrue

In a fixed rate tender auction, the central bank announces the interest rate and 
banks subsequently submit their bids. After the closing of the auction the cen-
tral bank allocates the planned amount proportionally to the banks’ bids. The 
bid amount (Mbid) is the sum of all bids that banks tender. Because of strategic 
bidding behavior the bid amount does not necessarily correspond to the amount 
that banks want to obtain. When assessing the amount to tender, the liquidity 
manager at a bank must take the bank’s refinancing needs for the given day, the 
expected allotment by the central bank and his expectations on the other banks’ 
bidding behavior into account. Further, the liquidity manager will consider the 
spread between the central bank’s rate and the expected market rate. If the cen-
tral bank rate is below the market rate, refinancing at the central bank is more 
favorable and hence the bid amount higher. The allotment ratio is defined as 
Q ≡ A / Mbid.

A crucial aspect in the model is to ascertain the expected allotment ratio (E(Q)) 
in order to derive the true demand. Thereby, the task is to predict the allotment 
ratio by modeling the way liquidity managers form their expectations. If a liquid-
ity manager assesses the Q correctly, he gets the desired amount.

Nautz and Oechssler (2006) assume an adaptive learning process under 
which the expected allotment ratio corresponds to the allotment ratio of the pre-
vious auction, i.e. Et(Qt ) = Qt−1 = At−1 / Mbid,t−1, where A is the amount allotted by 
the central bank.13 An informal survey of various liquidity managers suggests that 
the allotment ratio of the previous auction, the difference between the auction 

Table 1: The Liquidity Banking of a Central Bank

t t + 1 

maturing operations Rt(1’) – –1,200

allotment At(2’) – 1,100

Δ banknotes in circulation ΔBt(3’) – 10

Δ government balances ΔGt(4’) – 30

total changes (5’) – –60

Mactual (6’) 10,000 9,940
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14 An AR(1) process is taken, as the estimated coefficients for additional lags of the dependent 
variable are not significant. The results in subsequent sections are not affected by the number 
of lags included in equation (2).

15 The maturing repo operations are defined as the sum of all operations that expire in t. This is 
sensible, as the maturing operations could, for instance, only be replaced by one auction and 
thus affect the allotment ratio in t.

16 If more than one maturity type auction had been conducted on a specific day, the observa-
tions were used in the following order: Overnight (ON), 1-week, 2-week, 3-week, TomNext 
(TN), SpotNext(SN).

and the market interest rate as well as the size of the maturing repo operations 
should be taken into account. The interest rate spread is taken into account, as 
a bank will determine the amount to tender depending on the attractiveness of 
the central bank’s rate relative to the prevailing market rate. According to the 
liquidity managers, the corresponding market rate of the previous day is used as 
proxy for today’s market rate. One would expect that the bid amount is propor-
tional to the maturing repo operations, and hence the allotment ratio unaffected. 
Empirical testing shows that the size of the maturing operations has a significant 
positive influence on the actual allotment ratio (see equation (2)). As the reserves 
provided in an auction correlate positively with the size of the maturing opera-
tions, liquidity managers compete more aggressively for the reserves if the matur-
ing repo operations and hence the expected allotment is small. This is achieved 
by tendering more. The expected allotment ratio is modeled as an AR(1) pro-
cess with two exogenous variables, the difference between the auction and the 
market interest rate as well as the size of the maturing repo operations (in bil-
lion Swiss francs).14,15 In order to get a time series for the allotment ratio without 
missing values, auctions with different maturities than the ON were taken into 
account.16 As the error structure is heteroskedastic and autocorrelated, Newey 
West standard errors were employed.

Using all these specifications leads to following estimates (with t-statistics in 
parentheses):

 Q
^

 t 1 1
(2 69)(7 03) (7 76) (4 01)

0 277 0 39 0 022 Maturing 0 35( )t CB t IB tQ i i− , , −
.. . .

= . + . + . + . −  (2)

The estimation results show that the allotment ratio is lower when the funds from 
the central bank are attractive compared to the funds obtained in the interbank 
market. This implies that banks bid more aggressively. This result is confirmed 
by Breitung and Nautz (2001). The fitted values of equation (2) represent the 
market participants’ expected allotment ratio Et(Qt). Game theoretically, if the 
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17 See Ehrhart (2000) and Ehrhart (2001) for a game theoretical discussion of fixed rate 
tender auctions.

probability of getting less or more reserves than the true demand is strictly posi-
tive, the fixed rate tender auction can have no equilibrium, a unique equilibrium 
or multiple equilibria.17 Since this applies in the present case the proposed bid-
ding rule is a candidate for a Nash-Equilibrium.

In the model, true demand (Dtrue) represents the total amount of reserves that 
banks wish to hold at the central bank’s interest rate. Usually the maturing repo 
operation is smaller than the total amount of reserves. This implies that a certain 
amount (Mbase) remains in the banking system (see section 4.4). To get the true 
demand at the central bank’s rate, the reserves the banks wish to obtain in the 
auction (Dauct = Mbid ⋅ E(Q)) is added to the reserves that remains in the banking 
system Mbase. In the model Mbase,t is computed by subtracting the amount allot-
ted (At) by the central bank in t from the total reserves (Mactual,t) in t. The second 
reserves variable is thus derived as follows:

 ( )true base auct base bidD M D M M E Q= + = + ⋅  (3)

5. Results

In this section, the slope of the demand curve is estimated with Swiss data. The 
crucial variables in estimating the model are the interest rate spread (iCB − iIB ) 
and the reserves gap (Dtrue − Mactual ). From these two variables the slope of the 
demand curve can be derived. Overall, 403 observations are available for the esti-
mation of the slope. Furthermore, the hypotheses such as the slope pattern of the 
demand curve in the course of a maintenance period and the slope in different 
monetary regimes are analyzed. Finally, the question whether the SNB manages 
the market interest rates by providing the reserves needed and/or if it adjusts its 
rate (iCB) to be in line with the market rate iIB is investigated.

5.1 Demand Curve

Figure  4 depicts the interest rate spread (iCB − iIB ) versus the reserves gap 
(Dtrue − Mactual ). The observations in the upper left quadrant are associated with 
situations where the SNB’s rate is above the market rate and hence demand for 
reserves smaller than the actual reserves. In the lower right quadrant, the SNB’s 
rate is below the market rate and therefore demand for reserves higher than actual 
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reserves. These two cases refer to a setting where the slope of the demand curve 
is negative. The observations in the upper right and lower left quadrants imply 
a positive slope of the demand curve. The interest rate spreads and reserves gaps 
in these quadrants may be attributed to inefficiencies in pricing on the inter-
bank market or to shortfalls of the estimation of true demand by the model (see 
appendix). Overall 66% of the observations lie in the upper-left and lower-right 
quadrant and hence imply a negative slope of the demand curve. The negative 
relationship is also underlined by the highly significant negative correlation coef-
ficient of –0.27.

The slope of the demand curve can be obtained by dividing the interest rate 
spreads by the reserves gaps. The mean of the divisions yields a slope of –14 basis 
points (bp) per billion Swiss francs. Assume for example that (iCB − iIB ) is –10bp. 
To close the spread between the two interest rates, the SNB could – ceteris pari-
bus – provide reserves such that actual reserves are approximately 700 million 
Swiss francs higher. Observing the Swiss franc money market, it can be ascer-
tained that the slope coefficient and the implied relationship reflect market 
behavior and dynamics.

To perform further analysis it should be taken into account that by construc-
tion of the demand curve, the slope loses explanatory power when the interest rate 

Figure 4: Interest Rate Spread and Reserves Gap
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18 In Switzerland the minimum reserve requirement is computed monthly from a bank’s short-
term liabilities at the end of the previous three months. Hence, the reserve requirement is 
known before the maintenance period. The maintenance periods run from the 20th of each 
month to the 19th of the following month. For more information on reserve requirements, 
see arts. 12ff. of the National Bank Ordinance as well as section 4.2.

19 The t-statistic is based on the null hypothesis that the slope on the specific day is not signifi-
cantly different from the average slope of –14bp per billion CHF.

spread, the reserves gap or both are small. Hence, when the central bank is suc-
cessful in steering the money market, the estimation of the money demand curve 
is not well-founded. This “small triangle problem” can be tackled by weighting the 
slope observations according to their explanatory power. This explanatory power 
will be approximated by the square root of the product (iCB − iIB ) ⋅ (Dtrue − Mactual ). 
The subsequent analysis is thus based on weighted least squares (WLS) regressions.

5.1.1 Slope Patterns during a Maintenance Period

As mentioned previously, minimum reserve requirements force banks to hold a 
minimum amount of reserves.18 Since reserves have to be held on average over 
the maintenance period, every bank has the possibility to allocate its holdings to 
different times in the maintenance period. However, when the end of a mainte-
nance period approaches, this flexibility diminishes. If there are excess reserves 
in the banking system towards the end of the maintenance period, banks try to 
reduce their holdings and thereby drive market rates down. In contrast, if the 
banks are short of reserves, they are willing to pay higher interest rates to fulfill 
the reserve requirements and thereby push market rates up. This reasoning leads 
to the hypothesis of a steeper demand curve towards the end of the maintenance 
period. Benito et al. (2006) empirically analyze the volatility of the Euro ON 
interest rate (EONIA) and show that the volatility of the EONIA is highest at 
the end of the maintenance period. Overall we expect that ON interest rates are 
very sensitive with respect to reserves on the last days of the maintenance period 
and thus tend to be particularly volatile on these days.

Figure 5 illustrates the results from the weighted least squares regression with 
dummy variables for the last five days of each maintenance period on the slope 
of the demand curve. Additionally the 3-month Libor is used to capture the gen-
eral interest rate level. The values in Figure 5 represent the average slope on these 
days (with t-statistics in parentheses).19

As can be seen in the figure, the slope of the demand curve declines towards 
the end of the maintenance period. The slope is steepest on the second last day. 
This value is significantly different from the average slope. This null hypothesis 
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cannot be rejected for the third last and for the last day. Despite the theoretical 
prediction that the demand curve is steepest on the last day of the maintenance 
period, the model confirms the hypothesis of a steeper demand curve towards 
the end of the maintenance period.

A possible explanation for the steeper slope on the second last day could be, 
that liquidity managers do not want to wait to fulfill the reserve requirements 
until the last day of the maintenance period. Hence they try to reach the required 
reserves already on the second last day of the maintenance period. This result is 
in line with Thornton (2007). Thornton (2007) also describes the last two 
days of the maintenance period as interest rate inelastic.

5.1.2 Slope of Demand and the Interest Rate Level

The following section addresses the hypothesis whether the slope of the demand 
curve differs with the general interest rate level. The general interest rate level – 
measured by the 3-month Libor – determines the monetary policy stance. Since 
the sample period starts in 2000 and ends in 2006, a whole business cycle with 
the according tightening and loosening of monetary policy is taken into account. 
As opportunity costs of holding reserves are higher when interest rates are high (in 

Figure 5: Slope During the Last Days of the Maintenance Period
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20 See Federal Reserve Bank (2007) for the relation between reserves and the interest rate 
level.

21 See SNB (2004), p. 9.

absolute terms), one can generally expect that banks manage their reserves tighter. 
This implies a steeper demand curve when the general interest rate level is high.20

The hypothesis of a steeper demand curve is tested with the same regression 
as in section 5.1.1. The general interest rate level is captured by the 3-month 
Libor. Due to the “small triangle problem”, the weighted least squares approach 
is used. To account for the fact that the demand curve is steeper towards the end 
of the maintenance period, dummy variables were included for the last five days 
of each maintenance period. Regression results show that a 1 percentage point 
increase of the 3-month Libor is associated with a steepening of the demand 
curve of –0.0816. This result is highly significant. It can thus be concluded, that 
a higher interest rate level is associated with a steeper demand curve for reserves.

5.2 Role of iCB: Following or Guiding the Market?

In this section, the role of the SNB’s interest rate (iCB) is analyzed. The SNB 
declares to follow a mixed approach of management of interest rates and the 
management of reserves.21 However, the SNB does not commit to a specific rule. 
Basically, two approaches are possible: First, adjusting supply of reserves (Mactual) 
with short term transactions such that the reference rate (3-month Libor) is in line 
with the operational target (a range in the target band for the 3-month Libor). 
The SNB’s interest rate (iCB) charged in the short term transactions could then 
fluctuate with the corresponding market rate (iIB). A spread of the two rates is 
then closed by an adjustment of the central bank’s rate (iCB). Second, the SNB 
chooses an intermediate reference rate, such as iCB, which is believed to reflect 
the level at which the reference rate is at the level of the operational target. The 
SNB then provides reserves such that the market rate (iIB) is at the SNB’s rate level 
(iCB). Under both approaches the central bank tries to avoid a spread of iCB and iIB.

The behavior of the SNB can be analyzed by looking at situations where the 
market rate deviates from the SNB’s rate. If the SNB follows the first approach, 
it will react to an observed deviation in t by adjusting its rate iCB in t + 1 in 
order to close the spread and hence follows the market. If the SNB employs the 
second approach, it will not adjust its interest rate, but rather adjust the amount 
of reserves (Mactual ) in t + 1 such that the market interest rate (iIB ) is expected to 
be in line with the SNB’s rate (iCB ) in t + 1. Hence the SNB guides the market. 
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22 The analysis was also done on the basis of threshold levels. However, the introduction of 
threshold levels does not significantly alter the results.

In both cases the SNB’s reaction on the interest rate and/or reserves should lower 
the spread.

The question is addressed by a simple counting of the different cases. The 
1-week maturity is taken. This mainly because most observations in a row are 
available for the 1-week maturity. There are three caveats in this approach. First, 
because of the autonomous factors mentioned previously, the reserves cannot 
be precisely controlled by the SNB. However, with a daily average (absolute) 
change of 131 million Swiss francs in currency in circulation and 225 million 
Swiss francs in government balances, sufficient control over the actual reserves 
Mactual is given. Second, a market rate cannot be controlled perfectly in practice. 
A deviation of some basis points has to be tolerated by the central bank. In the 
analysis below it is not taken into account if a deviation is big or small.22 Third, 
the SNB may expect an exogenous shift in demand such that the market rate 
and the SNB’s rate converge without any measure.

Table 2 summarizes the SNB’s behavior in the sample period. The first two 
rows represent reactions compatible with the approaches presented above. Given 
that the SNB’s rate was below the market rate, the SNB increased reserves and 
its rate in 8% of the cases. In 17% of the cases it increased only the reserves and 
left the interest rate unchanged. When the SNB was expensive relative to the 
market, i.e. iCB,t − iIB,t > 0, it decreased reserves and the interest rate in 3% of the 
cases. In 15% of the cases it lowered reserves and left the interest rate unchanged. 
Thus, we get the theoretically expected reaction in 44% of all observations. The 
two rows in the middle refer to cases where at least one variable is adjusted in 
the right direction. Whether the move of the other variable is rational depends 
on the size of the adjustment. For example, if the SNB’s rate is below the market 
and is decreased further, the increase in reserves has to be big enough to com-
pensate the initial spread and the new lowering of the SNB’s interest rate. How-
ever, if the adjustment is smaller, this class of cases does not fall into the expected 
reaction category. A total of 15% of the observations lie in the two middle rows. 
The last two rows represent the cases where the intention of the SNB’s reac-
tion to the interest rate differential is not explainable by the normal approaches 
to steer short-term rates. For example, when observing a market rate above the 
SNB’s rate, the SNB lowered its rate further and simultaneously reduced reserves. 
However, it should be taken into account, that the SNB might have intended to 
increase Mactual, but that at the end of the day Mactual decreased due to changes in 
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the autonomous factors, such as banknotes in circulation or government balances. 
Further these observations could be due to special circumstances.

With this data at hand the question whether the SNB follows the manage-
ment of interest rates or the management of reserves approach can be addressed. 
In 66% of the observations the SNB left its rate unchanged and in only 20% of 
the cases the SNB’s interest rate was moved in order to close the spread. This evi-
dence points to the prevalence of the second approach and hence a signal bearing 
function of the SNB’s auction interest rate iCB.

Table 2: The SNB’s Reactions to an Interest Rate Spread

SNB below market SNB above market 

reaction in t + 1 iCB,t − iIB,t < 0 iCB,t − iIB,t > 0 reaction in t + 1

Mactual,t +1 ↑, iCB,t +1 ↑  74 (8%)  31 (3%) Mactual,t +1 ↓, iCB,t +1 ↓

Mactual,t +1 ↑, iCB,t +1 →  160 (17%)  139 (15%) Mactual,t +1 ↓, iCB,t +1 →

Mactual,t +1 ↑, iCB,t +1 ↓  32 (3%)  24 (3%) Mactual,t +1 ↓, iCB,t +1 ↑

Mactual,t +1 ↓, iCB,t +1 ↑  50 (5%)  30 (3%) Mactual,t +1 ↑, iCB,t +1 ↓

Mactual,t +1 ↓, iCB,t +1 →  172 (19%)  139 (15%) Mactual,t +1 ↑, iCB,t +1 → 

Mactual,t +1 ↓, iCB,t +1 ↓  42 (5%)  25 (3%) Mactual,t +1 ↑, iCB,t +1 ↑

6. Conclusion

This paper presents a simple model of the demand for reserves. When the cen-
tral bank provides reserves, the exact demand is not known and needs to be esti-
mated. Due to forecasting errors, the demand for reserves will casually deviate 
from the estimated value. This deviation leads to an inappropriate provision of 
reserves, which in turn causes a deviation of the market interest rate from the 
desired level of interest rate . With these two deviations at hand, a demand curve 
for reserves is constructed.

The empirical construction of the demand curve with Swiss data yields an aver-
age slope of –14bp per billion Swiss francs. In addition we analyze if the slope 
of the demand curves is steeper towards the end of the maintenance period. If 
there are excess reserves in the banking system towards the end of the mainte-
nance period, banks try to reduce their holdings and thereby drive market rates 
down. In contrast, if the banks are short of reserves, they are willing to pay higher 
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interest rates to fulfill the reserve requirements and thereby push market rates up. 
A weighted least squares regression shows that the slope of the demand curve is 
steepest two working days before the end of the maintenance period. On previ-
ous days and on the last working day, the slope of the curve is less negative. A 
possible explanation for the steeper slope on the second last day could be, that 
liquidity managers do not want to wait to fulfill the reserve requirements until 
the last day of the maintenance period. Hence they try to reach the required 
reserves already on the second last day of the maintenance period. This result is 
in line with Thornton (2007). Thornton (2007) also describes the last two 
days of the maintenance period as interest rate inelastic.

As opportunity costs of holding excess reserves are (in absolute terms) higher 
when interest rates are high, one can generally expect that a high interest level 
is associated with a steeper demand curve. Regression results show that a 1 per-
centage point increase of the 3-month Libor is associated with a steepening of 
the demand curve of –0.0816.

The Swiss National Bank does not commit to a specific rule for the manage-
ment of the money market. The behavior of the SNB is analyzed by looking at 
situations where the market rate deviates from the SNB’s rate. If the SNB inter-
est rate follows the market rate, it will react to an observed deviation by adjust-
ing its rate on the next day in order to close the spread. If the SNB’s interest rate 
is a signal bearer, the SNB will not adjust its interest rate, but rather adjust the 
amount of reserves on the next day such that the market interest rate is expected 
to be in line with the SNB’s rate. Hence the SNB guides the market. In both 
cases the SNB’s reaction on the interest rate and/or reserves should lower the 
spread. In 66% of the observations the SNB left its rate unchanged and in only 
20% of the cases the SNB’s interest rate was moved in order to close the spread. 
This evidence points to the prevalence of the second approach and hence a signal 
bearing function of the SNB’s auction interest rate.

Appendix

Sources of Errors in the Estimation of Demand for Reserves

As shown in section 5.1, 34% of the observations imply a positive slope of the 
demand curve. This raises the question, why the model fails to estimate an ade-
quate demand curve in certain circumstances. To address this question, one must 
distinguish between two cases.
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First, if the market rate is above the central bank’s rate there are again two 
possible explanations for a positively sloped demand curve. Figure 6 depicts this 
situation. The first explanation involves the estimated true demand. When the 
demand forecast underestimates the true demand such that the estimated value 
is smaller than Mactual, the resulting demand curve will have a positive slope 
(see striped line). The second explanation concerns the market rate. When the 
observed market rate does not reflect the true market equilibrium rate such that 
it lies below the central bank rate, the estimated demand curve is again positively 
sloped (see dotted line).

Figure 6: Sources of Errors if i
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The second case is depicted in Figure 7. When the central bank’s interest rate 
is above the market rate, there are again two possible explanations for a posi-
tive slope of the demand curve. If the model overestimated the true demand and 
lies above Mactual or if the observed market rate is out of equilibrium such that it 
lies above the central bank’s rate, the model predicts a positively sloped demand 
curve.
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Figure 7: Sources of Errors if i
IB
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SUMMARY

The implementation of monetary policy is prevalently done by interest rate target-
ing with a short term market rate serving as operational target. The instruments 
for achieving the operational target are the provision of reserves and the interest 
rate charged in these transactions. This paper presents a model for the estimation 
of the demand curve for reserves, derived from the central bank’s fixed rate tender 
auction and the interbank money market. Using data from Switzerland, the slope 
of the demand curve is estimated. Furthermore, properties of the demand curve 
such as the slope patterns in the course of a maintenance period and the slope in 
different monetary regimes are assessed. We find a steeper demand curve towards 
the end of the maintenance period and an increasing slope when the general inter-
est rate level is high. Further, we investigate the role of the Swiss National Bank’s 
(SNB) interest rate in the fixed rate tender auctions. There is evidence that the 
SNB uses its auction rate to guide the interbank market rate.


